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December, 1861---March, 1865.
In a previous issue of the Amtric,m llistory T,mjlds ('l"o. 18) have
hct!n rcpcinted in full Lincoln's first Inaugural and the Message of
July 4, 186r. The extracts below show how far he carried out the
principles set forth in those two great documents. Those portions of the
later annual messages and other state papers have been selected, which
hear on the questions of the civil war and the st~tus of the U niou . The
numcrou, and important papers on slavery arc ( except as the subject
comes in incidentally) reserved for a future number.
The contemporary otlicial texts of the documents are usually to he
found ii\ the Ctm_t:'ressirm,11 (,'/o/,e ancl in the St'lmle Rx~c11ti, c Doctt111N1ls
1

anc! //oust' A"xt•cutin: J)on111u11ts.

'Thcv arc reprinted in the newspapers

of the time, in the Amerimn Ammal C)•dop,·dia and in many other
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places. They will appear in James n. Richardson's C1w1pilatio11 of the
Jlfessages a11tl 1'11/trs '!I the Pres1d,·11ts. Tht> lcxl, here used arc all
taken from the more authodtative publication, John G. Nicolay and
John I lay, A/,r,1hum L111culn, Comflt'le fVod,s.
The hislorical background of the period may be learned from the
nunH.:l <HIS biol,raphics of Lincoln, especially those by Nicolay and
llay, Carl Schurz, John T. i\lor,e, Jr., \\'. II. llerndon, If. J. Haymond, and J. K. Arnold; and the reminiscences of Gideon \\'dies,
II ugh \lcCulluugh, L. E. Chittenden, Frank Carpenter, Noah Brooh_
A. K .•\lcCJurc, and John Sherman. The principal histories of the
period arc: J. F. H ho<lcs, U11it,·d Slates .ri,,a 1850, II I. ; J. C. Ropes,
Story ,!f the Ci7•il /Var; ). W. Draper, Cii•il fVflr; l lorace Greeley,
A 111,-,.,r,m Co11Jlid: J,m,cs G. lllaine, Twenty Ymrs a/ Congress; Jdfcr!)on Uavh;, Co~tji·_deraftr GO'l't'r11111e11t. Hnefor acc.·ounts in J~dward
Channing, The Umtcd Stal.-s, 1765-1865, Ch. x.; Woodrow Gibson,
iJh isi{}Jt a11d R,·u11io11, Ch. ix.; J\lcxandcr JuhnsLon, A11urica11 I't1/itics,
Ch. xx.; <,oldwin Smith, Unikd States, Ch. xx.
The bibliography of the pt:riod is summarized in W. K Foster, Ii' f,•1·cJ/CCs to Presid,·11tial Administratiom, 45-49; and in Channing an<l , !art,
Ciuitle to tlu Stud;• of A meric,w /J1sto1J•, § § 208-214.
1

I - I86x, Dec. 3.

Annual Message to Congress.

Fdlow-ritizms of flu Smale anrl J%11sc of Rtj>resc11t11tives :
ln tbe midst of unprcccdcntecl political troubles we have
cause of great gratiturlc to God for unusual good health and
most abundant harvests.
You will not be surprised to learn that, in the peculiar
exigencies of the times our intercourse witb foreign nations
has been attended ,, ith profound solicitude, chiefly turning
upon our own domestic affairs.
A disloyal portion of the American people have, during
the whole year, been engaged in an attempt to divide and
destroy the Union. A nation which endures factious domestic division is exposed to disrespect abroad ; and one party,
if not both. is sure, sooner or later, to invoke foreign intervention Nations thus tempted to interfere are not always
able to resist the counsels o( seeming expediency and ungenerous ambition, although measures adopted under such
influences seldom fail to be unfortunate and injurious to
those adopting them.
The di:;loyal citizens of the United States who have offered
the ruin of our country in return for the aid and comfort
which they have invoked abroad, have received less patronage and encouragement than they probably expected. If it
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wen.: just to suppose, as tht insurgents have seemed to
assume, that foreign nations in ~~is case, discarding all moral,
social, and treaty obligations, would act solely and selfishly
for the most speedy restoration of commerce, including,
especially, the acquisition of cotton, those nations appear a~
yet not LO have seen their way to their object more directly
or clearly through the destruction than through the preservation of the Union. If we could dare to believe that foreign
nations are actuated by no higher principle than this, 1 am
quite sure a sound argument could be made to show them
that they can reach their aim more readily and easily by aiding to crush this rebellion than by giving encouragement to it.
The principal lever relied on by the insurgents for exciting
foreign nations to hostility against us, as already intimated,
is the embarrassment of commerce. Those nations, however, not improbably saw from the first that it was the Union
which made as well our foreign as our domestic commerce.
They can scarcely have failed to perceive that the effort for
disunion produces the existing difficulty; and that one strong
nation promises more durable peace and a more extensive,
valuable, and reliable commerce than can the same nation
broken in hostile fragments.
I deem it of importance that the loyal regions of East Tennessee and western North Carolina should be connected with
Kentucky and other faithful parts of the Union by railroad.
I therefore recommend as a military measure that Congress
provide for the construction of such road as speedily as possible. Kentucky, no doubt, will cooperate, and, through her
Legislature, make the most judicious selection of a line.
The northern terminus must connect with some existing
railroad; and whether the route shall be from Lexington or
Nicholasville to the Cumberland Gap, or from Lebanon lo
the Tennessee line, in the direction of Knoxville, or on some
still different line, can easily b~ determined. Kentucky and
the General Government cooperating, the work can be completed in a very short time; and when clone it will be not
only of vast present usefulness, but also a valuable permanent
improvement, worth its cost in all the future.
If any good reason exists why we should persevere longer
in withholding our recognition of the independence and
sovereignty of Hayti and Liberia, I am unable to discern it.
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Unwilling, however, to inaugurate a novel policy in regard
to them without the approbation of Co11gress, 1 ,,ubmit for
your consideration the expediency of an appro ,riation for
maintaining a c/1argtf d'ajJi1ires near each of thos, 11cw states.
it docs not admit uf douht that important co111111ucial ,uhantagcs might be secured by favorable treaties with them.
The operations of the treasury during the peiiod which
has elapsed since your adjourn1m:nt ha,·e been conducted
with signal success. The patriotism of the people has placeci
at the disposal of the government the lar!-\e means demanded
by the public exigencies. 1Iuch of the national loan has
been taken by citizens of the inclustr,al classes whose confidence in their country's faith, and zeal for th(:ir country's
deliverance from present peril. have induced them to contribute to the support of the gon:rnmcnt the whole of their
limited acquisitions. This fact imposes peculiar obligations
to economy in disbursenwnt and energy in action.
l t is gratifying to know that the patriotism of the people
has proved equal to the occa!>ion, and that the numhe1 o(
troops tendered greatly t·xceeds the force which Congress
authorized me to rail into the field.
Such have been the additions, by construction and
purchase, that it may alniost be said a navy has been
created and brought into service since our difliculties commenced.
Besides blockading our exte11sive coast, squadrons larger
than ever before assemhlcd u111k•r our Hag ha1·c been put
afloat and performed deeds which have increased our naval
renown.
There arc three vacancies on the bench of the Supreme
Court-two by the decease o[ Justices l>aniel and ?\kl.can,
and one by the resignation of Justice Campbell. I have so
far forborne making 110111i11ations to fill these vacancilis for
reasons which I will 11011· st.tic. Two of the outgoing judges
resided within the States now m·errun by revolt; so that if
successors were appointed in the same localities they could
not now serve upon their circuits; and many of the most
competent men there probably would not take the personal
hazard of accepting to serve, even here, upon the supreme
bench. 1 h,we been unwilling to throw all of the appointments northward, thus disabling myself from doing justice to
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tl1e South on the return of peace ; although I may remark
that to transfer to the North one which has heretofore been
in the South, would not, with reference to territory and population, be unjust.
One of the unavoidable consequences of the present insurrection is the entire suppression, in many places, of all the
ordinary means of administering civil justice by the officers,
and in the forms of existing law. This is the case, in whole
or in part, in all the insurgent States; and as our armies advance upon and take possession of parts of those States, the
practical evil becomes more apparent. There are 110 courts
nor officers lo whom the citizens of other States may apply
for the enforcement of their lawful claims against citizens of
the insurgent States; and there is a vast amount of debt
constituting such claims. Some have estimated it as high as
$200,000,000, clue, in large part, from insurgents in open
rebellion lo loyal citizens who are, even now, making great
sacrifices in the discharge of their patriotic duty to support
the government.
Under these circumstances, I have been urgently solicited
to e~tablish, by military power, courts to administer summary
ju~tice in such cases. [ have thus far declined to do it, not
because I had any doubt that the encl proposed-the collection of the debts-was just and right in itself, but because I
have been unwilling to go beyond the pressure of necessity in
the unusual exercise of power. But the powers of Congress,
I suppose, arc equal to the anonialous occasion, and therefore I refer the whole matter to Congress, with a hope that a
plan may be devised for the administration or justice in all
such parts of the insurgent States and Territories as may be
under the control or this government, whether by a voluntary
return to allegiance and order, or by the power of our arms;
this, however, not to be a permanent institution, but a temporary substitute, and t.~ cease as soon as the ordinary courts
can be reestablished in peace.
The present insurrection shows, I think, that the exten<;ion o[ this District across the Potomac River, at the time of
establishing the capital here, was eminently wise, and consequently that the relinquishment of that portion o[ it which
lies within the State of Virginia was unwise and dangerous.
I submit for your consideration the expediency of regaining
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that part of the District and the restoration of the original
boundaries thereof, through negotiations with the State of
Virginia.
The demands upon the Pension Office will be largely increased by the insurrection.
Numerous applications for
pensions, based upon the casualties of the existing war, have
alr:eady been made. There is reason to believe that many
who are now upon the pension rolls and in receipt o[ the
bounty of the government are in the ranks of the insurgent
army, or giving them aid and comfort. The Secretary of the
Interior has directed a suspension of the payment of the pensions of such persons upon proof of their disloyalty. I
recommend that Congress authorize that officer to cause the
names of such persons to be stricken from the pension rolls.
Under and by virtue of the act of Congress entitled "An
act to confiscate property used for insurrectionary purposes,"
approved August 6, 1861, the legal claims of certain persons
to the labor and service o( ce1 tain other persons have become forfeited ; and numbers of the latter, thus liberated, are
already dependent on the U nitecl States, and must be prnvided for in some way. Hesides this, it is not impossible
that some of the States will pass similar enactments for their
own benefit respecti1·ely, an<l by operation of 11hich persons
of the same class will be thrown upon them for disposal. In
such case I recommend that Congress provide for accepting such persons from such States, according to some mode
of valuation, in lieu, pro fll11lo, of direct taxes, or upon some
other plan to be agre<'d on with such States respectively;
that such persons, on such acceptance by the General Go1·ernment, be at once deemed free; and that, in any event, steps
be taken for colonizing; both classes (or the one first mentioned, if the other shall not he brought into existence) at
some place or places in a climate congenial to them. It
might be well to consiclcr, too, whether the free colored people already in the Unil<'d St:1tes could not, so far as individuals may desire, be i1)cluded in such colonization.
To carry ot1t the plan of colonization may involve the
acquiring of territory, and also the nppropriation of money
beyond that lo be expended in the territorial acquisition.
Having practised the acqnisition of territory for nearly sixty
years, the question of constitutional power to do so is no
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longer an opt n <)Ile 111th us.
1'111: power ,1 as questioned at
first by ,\1 r. Jcffen,on, who, however, in the purchase of
Louisiana, yielded h:s scruples on the pica of great cxpf!dicncy.
If it be said that tht.! only legitimate object of acqmring turitorr is to furnish ho111cs for while men, this measure effl'cts
tha·t object; for the emigration of colored men le.1n:s; cldrtional room for white nH:n remaining or coming here. .\Ir.
Jellerson, howc,·er, placed the importanc1: of proc11ri1 i
Louisiana more on political and commercial grounds than o,
prol'iding roonr for population.
On thrs whole proposition, includin~ the appropriation of
money with the acquisition of tenitur), dues not the expedrcnc,· amount to absolute necessitl'-lhat wi1hout 11hich the
go\'crnmcnt itself cannot be perpl'tuatccl?
The war continues.
In considering the policy to be
adopted forsuppress111g the insurrection, I han: been an,1,rns
and careful that the incl'itable conllict lor this purpo~e ,,hall
1101 dcgencra1c into a violent and rcnrorsdc~s re\'olutionary
strrrg;,:le. J hal'e, therefore, in c\'ery !'ase thought II prnp·r
to keep the intl'grity of the LJnion proniincnt as the primary
ohjl'Ct of the conte:>t on our part, I •adng al c ues1ions 11 hich
arc not of vital military importance to the more delibcr,tte
action of the lq~islatun.!.
J n the exercise of 1m· hest cl :scretion I hm·e adhered to
the blockade of the ports ht.!ld hy the insurgt•nts, instead of
puttmg in force, by proc!.11nation. the la\\' of Congress en•
aCtl•d al the last ~ession for closing those ports.
So, also, obeying the dictates of prndenn• as \\'ell as the
oblrgations of l.m, instead ol tnnsccnding I han' adhe red
to the act of ( 'ongress to confiscate property used for insurrectionar~ purposes. I[ a ne\\' law upon the same subject
shall be proposed, ils pr<>priety will he cluly considered.
The Union must be presen·l'cl; and lwnce all indispensable
mt,\ns must be ,·mplored \\'e ,,Jwulcl not be in haste to determine that rndical and extreme measmes, \\'hich n1ay reach
the loyal as \\'ell as the disloyal, are indispensable.
l'he inaugural address at the ht·ginning of the administration, and the 111t•ssagt• to l 'ongres-. at t lw lale special session,
,1•c1e both mainly de,·otecl to the domestic cn11tro1·crs,· out of
ll'hich the in,urrection and consequent war ha\'c sprung.
Xothing now occurs to add or subtract, to or from, the prin-
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ciplrs or general purposes stated and expressed in those
documents.
The last ray of hope for preserving the Union peaceably
expired at the assault upon Fon Sumter; and a general review of what has occurred since may not be unprolitahle.
\\"hat was painfully uncertain then is 111uch better ddincd
and more distinct now; and the progress of events is plainly
in the right direction. The insurgents confideutly claimed
a ~trong support from north of Mason and Dixon ·s line ; and
tht: friends of the Union were not free from app1chension on
the point. This, however, was soon sclllccl dl'finitcly, and
on the right side. South of the line, noble Jillie Delaware
led off nght from the first. ).!ar\'land was made to seem
against the Union. Our solclic1s• were assaulted, b1iclges
were burned, and railroads torn up within her limits, and we
were many days, at one time, \\1thou: the ability to bring
a single ll'giment over her soil to the capital. Now her
bridges and railroads arc rl'pairecl aud opened !CJ the governmc111; she already gi\·es ~e\'en re~iments to the cause of the
Union and none to the em·m\"; ;rnd her people, at a regular
election, ha\'e sustained the Union by a larger majority and
a lari;:er ag~rcgate \"Ne 1han they e\·er before ga\·e to any
canchdatc or any question. Kentucky, too, for some time
in doubt, is now decidedly, and, 1 think, unchangeably,
ran~ccl on the side of the Union. ;\[issouri is comparati\'ely
quiet, and, I belic\'e, cannot ag,1in he m·crrun by the insurrectionists. These three States o[ i\l aryland, Kentucky,
and \[issnuri, neither which woulcl promise a sing;le soldier
at tirst, ha\ e now an agg-r('gate of not l,•ss than forty I housancl in tht• field for the Union, while of their citizens certainlv not more than a third of that number, and th,r of
clo11l;tful whereabouts and douhtful existence, are in .i'rms
against it. .\ftt'r a sonwwhat bloody struggle for months,
winter closl's on th,• l'nion people of western Virginia, leavin::; them masters of their own countrv.
An insur'.!_l'nt force of about 1,500,-for months dominating
thl• narrow peninsular rq,:ion constituting- the counties of
.t\cc,nnac and '\or:h:unpton, and known as the Eastern Shore
of \·1rgini:1, togt thcr with somt! c-ontignons parts of i\laryland, han• laid down their arms, and tlw people there have
renewed their all,,giance to and acceptccl the protection of
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the old Ila~. Thb lca\'es no at med insunectionist north of
the l'oton;ac or cast of the Chesapeake.
Also we ha\·c obtained a looting at each of the isolated
points, on the southern coast, of l latterns, Port Royal, Tybee
Island, near !::iava1111ah, and Ship Island; and we likewise
ha\'e some general accounts of popular 1110\·emcnts in behalf
of the Fnion in :\' onh Carolina and Tennessee.
These things demonstrate that the cause of the Union is
advancing steadily and certainly southward.
It continues lo clc\'elop that the insurrection is largely, if
not cxdusin:ly, a war upon the first principle of popular government-the rights of the people. Conclusi\'C e\'idence of
this is found in the most grave and matu1ely considered public documents as well as in the general tone of the im;urgents.
In those documents we find the abridgment of the existing
right of suffrage and the denial to the people of all right to
participate in the sclcctio11 of public officers except the legisbtive, boldly adrnrated, with labored arguments 10 prove
that large control of the people in go\'crnmenl is the source
of all political evil. :\lonarchy itself is sometimes hinted at
as a possible rdu~e from .the pm1er of 1hc people.
In my pn:scnt position I could scarcely be justified were I
to omit raising a warning voice against this approach of
returning despotism.
1t is not needed nor fitted here lhal a ge11eral argument
should he made in favor of popubr institutions; but there
is one point, with its connections. not so hackneyed as most
others, to which I ask a brid attention. It is the effort to
place capital on an equal fouling with, if not above, lahor, in
the strncture of go\'crnme11t. IL is ass11111cd that lahor is
a,·ailablc only in connection with capital; that nobody labors
unless somebody else, 011nin~ capital, somehow by the use
of it induces him lo labor. This assunwd, it is next cousiclered whether it is ht•st that capital shall hire laborers, and
thus induce them to work hy their own consent, or buy
them, and dri\·c them to it ll'ithout their consent. I I.wing
proccccled thus far, it is naturally concluded that all laborers
arc either hired laborers or what we call slaves. ;\ncl, further, it is :issumccl that whoever is once a hired laborer is
lixt>cl in that condition for life.
Now, there is uo such relation between capital and labor
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as assumed, nor is there any such thing as a free man being
fixed for life in the coudition of a hired laborer. But these
assumptions are false, and all inferences from them are
groundless.
Labor is prior to, and independent of, capital. Capital is
only the fruit of labor, and could never ha\e existed if labor
had not first existed. Labor is the superior of capiral, and
deserves much the higher consideration. Capital has its
rights, which are as worthy of protection as any other righ1s.
Nor is it denied that there is, and probably always will be,
a relation bet\\'een labor and capital proclL1cing mutual benefits. The error is in assuming that the whole labor of the
community exists within that relation. A few men own
capital, and that fell' avoid labor themselves, and wi th 1heir
capital hire or buy another few to labor for them. 1\ large
majority belong to neither c-lass- nei1her \\'Ork for others
nor ha\'c others ll'u, i,ing tor them. In most of the Southern
States a majority of the whole people, of all colors, are
neither slaves nor masters; ll'hilc in the Norrhern a large
majority are neither iii11;:1s nor hired.
Men with their
families-wil'e:-s, sons, and daughters-work for themselves,
on their farms, in their houses, and in their shops, tnking the
whole product to them~cl\'es, rmd asking no favors of capital
on the one hnnd, nor of hired laborers or siill'es on the other.
lt is not forgoucn thnt a considerable number of persons
mingle their oll'n labor II ith capitnl-that is, they labor with
their Oll'II h:inds, and also buy or hire others to labor for
them; but this is o.niy a mixed and not a distinct class. No
principle stated is disturbed by the existence of this mixed
class.
,\gain. as has already been said, there is not. or necessity,
any such thing as the free hired laborer being fixed to that
condition for life. Many independent men every\\'here in
these States, a few years back in their lives, were hired
laborers. The prudent, penniless beginner in the world
labors for \\'ages a while, s:J\'CS a surplus with which to buy
tools o r lnnd for himself, then labors on his own account
another while, and at length hires another new beginner to
help him . This is the just and generous and prosperous
system which opens the way lo all-gives hope to a ll, and
consequent energy and progress and improvement of condi-
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tion to all. No men living are more worthy to be trusted
than those who toil up from pol'erly-none less inclined to
take or touch aught which they have not honestly earned.
Let them beware of surrendering a political power which they
already possess, and which, if surrendered, will surely be
used to close the door o( advancement against such as they,
and to fix new disabilities and burdens upon them, till all of
liberty shall be lost.
The struggle o( to-clay is not ,,iwgether for to-clay-it is
for a vast future also. W ith a reliance on Providence all
the more firm and earnest, let us proceed in the great task
which events have devolved upon us.-NrcOLA\' Al\D HAv,
Abra/mm Li11col1t, Complete /Vorks, lI., 93-106.

2- 1862, August 22.

Letter to Horace Greeley on
the Union .

.Dear Sir: I have just read yours of the r9th, addressed
to myself through the New York'' Tribune." 1f there be in
it any statements or assumptions of fiH'I which l may know to
be erroneous, T do not, now ancl here, controvert them. IE
there be in it any inferences which 1 may bdieve to be
falsely drawn, I do not, now and here, argue ai.(ainst them.
If there be perceptible in it an impatient and dictatorial
tone, l waive it in dderence to an old friend whose heart I
ha1·e always supposed to be right.
As lo the policy I '' seen, to he pursuing," as you say, I
have not meant to lcal'e any one in doubt.
1 would save the Union. l would s;ive it the shortest way
under the Constitution . The snnner the national authority
can be restored, the nearer the Union will be "the Union as
it was." If there be those who would not save the Union
unless they could at the same time save sla1·ery, 1 do not
a~ree with them. If there be those who ll'ould not save the
Union unless they could at the same time destroy slavery, I
do not agree with them. l\fy paramou11t object in this struggle is to save the Union, and is not either to sa1·e or to destroy slavery. If I could save the Union without freeing any
slave, I would do it; and if ] could save it by freeing all the
slaves, I would do it; and if I cot.11cl save it by freeing some and
leaving others alone, I would also do that. What I do about
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slavery and the colored race, I do bccaw;c 1 believe it helps
to savl! the Union; and what l forbear, I forbear because l
do not believe it would help lo save the Union. J shall do
less whenever l shall believe what I am doing hurts the
cause, and l shall do more whenever J shall believe doin"
more will help the cause. 1 shall try to correct errors whe~
shown to be errors, and l shall adopt new views so fast as
they shall appear to be true views.
l have here stated my purpose according to my view of
official dL1ty; and I intend no modification o( my oft-expressed personal wish that all men everywhere could be
frcc.-;-.: ,coLAI AND llAY, Abraham Li11coln, Complete IVorks,

II.,

227- 228.

3- 1862, Dec. r. Annual Mess age to Cong ress.
H the condition of our relations with other nations is less
gratifying than it has usually been al former periods, it is
certainly more satisfactory than a nation so unhappily distracted as we are might reasonably have apprehended. Jn
the month of June last there \\'ere some grounds to expect
t hat the maritime powers which, at the beginning of our
domestic difficulties, so unwisely and unnecessarily. as we
t hink, recognized the insurgents as a belligerent, would soon
recede from that position, which has proved only less injurious
to themselves than to our own country. But the temporary
reverses which afterward befell the national arms, and \1 hich
were exaggerated by our own disloyal citizens abroad, ha1·e
hitherto delayed that act of simple justice.
The civil war, which has so radically changed, for the
moment, the occupations and habits o( the American people,
has necessarily disturbed the social condition, and afTected
\'ery deeply the prosperity of the nations with which we ha\'e
carried on a commerce that has been steadily increasing
throughout a period of half a century. It has, at the same
time, excited political ambitions and apprehensions which
have produced a profound agitation throughout the civilized
world. I n this unusual a~itation we have forborne from
taking part in any controversy between foreign slates, and
bet\\'een parties or factions in such states. , ve have
attempted no propagandism, and acknowledged no re\'Olution.
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But we have Iert to every nation the exclusive conduct and
management of its own affairs. Our struggle has been, of
coursc, contemplated by foreign nations with re(erence less
to its own merits than to its supposed and often exaggerated
efTects and consequences resulling to those nations themselves. Nevertheless, complaint on the part of this government, even i[ it were just, would certainly be unwise.
Applications have been made to me by many free Americans o( African descent to favor their emigration, with a
view to such colonization as was comtemplated in recent
acts of Congn:ss. Other parties at home and abroad-some
from interested motives, others upon patriotic considerations,
and still others influenced by philanthropic sentimentshave suggested similar measure;;; while, on the other hand,
several of the Spanish-American republics have protested
against the sending of such colonies to their respective territories. U ncler these circumstances, I have dee! i ned to
move any such colony to any state without first obtaining
the consent of its government, with an agreement on its part
to receive and protect such emigrants in all the rights of
freemen ; and I have at the same time oITered to the several
stales situated within the tropics, or having colonies there,
to ncgotitate with them, subject to the advice and consent
of the Senate, to favor the voluntary cmigration of persons
of that class to their respective territories, upon conditions
which shall be equal, just, and humane. Liberia and Hayti
are as yet the only countries to which colonists of ACrican
descent from here could go with certainty of being received
and adopted as citizens; and I regret to say such persons
contemplating colonization do not seem so willing to migrate
to those countries as to some others, nor so willing as T
think their interest demands. I believe, however, opinion
among them in this respect is improving; and that ere long
there will be an augmented and considerable migration to
both these countries from the United States.
On the 22d day of September last a proclamation was
issued by the Executive, a copy of which is herewith submitted. In accordance with the purpose expressed in the
second paragraph of that paper, I now respectfully recall
your auention to what may be called "compensated emancipation."
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A nation may be said to consist of its territory, its people,
and its Jr,.ws. The territory is the only part which is of certain durability. "One generation passeth away, and another
generation cometh, but the earth abideth forever." It is of
the first importance to duly consider and estimate this everenduring part. That portion of the earth's surface which is
owned and inhabited by the people of the United States is
well adapted to be the home of one national family, and it is
not well adapted for two or more. Its vast extent and its
variety of climate and productions are of advantage in this
age for one people, whatever they might have been in former
ages.
Steam, telegraphs, and intelligence hal'e brought
these to be an advantageous combination for one united
people.
In the inaugural address I briefly pointed out the total
inadequacy o[ disunion as a remedy for the differences between the people of the two sections. I did so in language
which 1 cannot improve and ,,hich, therefore, l beg to repeal:
There is no line, straight or crooked, suitable for a national
boundary upon which to divide. Trace through, from east
to west, upon the li11e between the free and slave country,
and we shall find a little more than one third of its length
are ri,·ers, easy to be crossed, and populated, or soon to be
populated, thickly upon both sides; while nearly all its remaining length are merely surveyors' lines, O\"er which people may walk back and forth without any consciousness of
their presence. l\'o part or this line can be made any more
difficult to pass by writing it clown on paper or parchment as
a national boundary. The fact of separation, if it comes,
gives up on the part of the seceding section t be fugitivesla,·e clause along with all other constitution:il obligations
upon the ser.tion seceded from, while I should expect no
treaty stipulation would be ever made to take its place.
Hut separate our common country into two nations, as
designed by the present rebellion, and e\'ery 111:111 of this
gre:it interior region is thereby cut off from some one or more
of these outlets-not, perhaps, by a physical barrier, but by
embarrassing and onerous trade regulations.
And this is trne wherever a dividing or boundary line
may be fixed. Place it between the now free and slave
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country, or place it south of Kentucky or north of Ohio. and
still the truth remains that nont: south of it can trade to any
port or place north of it, and none north of it can trade to
any port or place south u( it, except upon terms dictated by
a i,:o\·ernmcnt fnrei~n to them. These outlets, cast, west,
and south, a1e indispensable lo the wdl-ht.:in~ of :he people
inhabiting, and to inhabit, this vast interior region. \\'hich
of thc three 111:iy be the best, is no proper question. ,\ II are
better than either; and all of right bdon;.: lo tha: pc >pie
and to their successors fore\·cr. True to themsel\·es. they
will not ask where a line of separation sh.di he, but will vow
rather that there shall bt.: 110 such line. Nor arc the marginal regions lcss interested in thl'se co111111u111cations to and
through them to the great outsiclc world. The\·, loo, and
each o[ thcm, must lu,·c access lo this Egypt of thl' \\'e,,t
without paying toll at the crossing of any national boundary.
Our national strife springs not from our permanent part,
not from the land we inhabit, not from our national homcsteacl. There is no possible severing of this but \\'ould
multiply, and not mitigate, evils among us. In all its
adaptations and aptitudes it de111ancls union and abhors separation. 1n fac.:t, it would ere Ion~ force reunion, howe\·er
much of blood and treasure the sqlaration mi~ht han: cost.
Our strife pcrtains to oursell'es-to the passing ~enerations of men; and it c:111 without conl'lllsion be lrn,-hccl forever with the passin~ of one ~cncration.
In this Yiew I recommend the adoption of the follmdn,~
rl'solution and articles amendatory to the CoP:-.tilution of
the United States:
"ARTICU; - .

"Every State wherein slavery now exists which shall :1holisl.
thc same then·in at ,111)' time or times before the first clay of
Januan· in the \'Carol our Loni one thous:rncl and nine hun~lrcd, ;hall rcc.:ei\·e compensation from the lJnitecl Siatcs as
follows, to wit :
"The President of the United States shall deliver lo every
sue h State bonds of the Un t\;(: S Hes. hcarin~ interest at
thc rate of
per ceut. per annum, to an a,;1ount equal
to the aggregate sum of
, for cach slavc
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!->hown 10 hal'e been therein by the eighth census of the United
States, said honds to be deli,·ered to such Stale by installlll"llls, or in one parcel at the completion of the abolishment,
accordin~ly a, the s:ime shall ha,·e heen gradua: or at one
time within such State; and interest shall begin to run upon
any such bond only from the proper time of i1, ddiYery as
aforesaid. ,\ny State having n:cei\'cd bonds as aforesaid,
and al terward reintroducing or tolerating slal'ery therein,
shall refund to the United !::itatcs the bo11ds so recci,ecl, or
the value thereof, and all interest paid thc 1eon.
",\JnlCI.E - .

"All sla,·cs who shall h:we enjoyed actual freedom hy the
chances of the war at any time hcfore the end of the rebellion, shall be forc\'er free: but all owners of such who
shall 1wt h;l\'e hecn disloyal ~hall be compensated for them
at the same mies as arc prnl'idccl for States adopting abofo,hment of sla\'ery, but in such way that no sl:we shall be twice
accounted for.

"Con~ress may appropri,1tc money and otherwise prm·ide
for colonizing free colored persons, with t hl'ir 01111 consent,
al any place or places without the United States."
T he plan is proposed ns permanent constitutional law. II
cannot become such ,vithout the concurrence of, first, twothirds of Congress and, nftcr\\'.nd, three fomlhs of the States.
The requisite thrct• fourths of the States ,,ill 1wce<;snrily indnde sc,·cn of the sl:wc States. Their concurrence, if
"ht;1i1wd, will gi\'e assurance of their severally ado1>ti11g emancipation at 110 ,·cry distant day upon the 111•w constitutional
tt•rms. This nssmancc would end the strnggle now, and
sal'e 1hc Union forever.
I do not forget the gravity\\ hich should ch:nacrerizc a paper
acldrcsst·d lo the Congn·ss of the nnrion hy the Chier \la_gistrate of the nation. ~or do I forget that some of you arc
my seniors, nor th:rt man\' of\ 011 han· 11101c experience than
I in the conduct of public all'airs. \'ct I trust that in ,·iew
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of the great responsibility resting upon me, you will perceive
no want of respect to yourselves in any undue earnestness I
ma)' seem to display.
Is it doubted, then, that the plan I propose, if adopted,
would shorten the war, and thus lessen its expenditure of
money and of blood? b it doubted that it would restore the
national authority and national prosperity, and perpetuate
both indefinitely? ls it doubted that we here-Congress
and Executi\"c-can secure its adoption ? \Viii not the good
people respond to a united and earnest appeal from us?
Can we, can they, by ,my other means so certainly or so
speedily assure these vital objccts? We can succeed only
by concert. It b not "Can any of us imaginc better ? " but,
"Can we all do better?" Object \I hatsocvcr is possible,
still the question occurs, "Can we do bcttcr ~" The dogmas
of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy prest:nt. The
occasion is piled high with difficulty, and wc must nse with
the occasion. As our casc is new, so we must think anew
and act anew. · \Ve must disentbrall ourselves, and then we
shall save our country.
Fellow-citizens, we cannot escape history. We of this
Con;.:-rcss and this administration will be remembc1cd in
spite of ourselves. No pcrsonal significancc or insignilkance
can spare one or another of us. The fiery trial through which
we pass will light us down, in honor or dishonor, to the latest
generation. We say we are for the Union. The world will
not forgct that we say this. \\'e know how to save the Union.
The world knows we do know how to save it. \Ve-even we
here-hold the power and bear the responsibility. In giving
freedom to the sla\'e, we assure freedom to the frec-honorablc alike in what we give and what \\e preserve. We
shall nobly save or meanly lose the last, best hope of
earth. Other means may succeed ; this could not fail. The
way is plain, peaceful, generous, just-a way which, if followed, the world will forever applaud, and God must forever
bless.-N1coLAV AND HAY, Abraham L111coln, Complete
Works, II., 261-277.
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4-18631 Dec. 8. Annual Mes sage to Congres s.
We remain in peace and friendship with foreign powers.
The efforts of disloyai citizens of the United Stales to
involve us in foreign wars, LO aid an inexcusable insurrection, have been unavailing. Her Britannic Majesty's
government, as was jusciy expected, have exercised their authority to prevent the departure of new hostile expeditions
from British ports. The Emperor of F rance has, by a like
proceeding, promptly vindicated the neutrality which he
proclaimed at the beginning of tht: contest. Questions ot
great intricacy and importance have arisen out of the blockade, and other belligerem operations, between the government and several of the maritime powers, but they have been
discussed, and, as far as was possible, accommodated, in a
spirit of frankness, justice, and muwal good-will. J t is especially gratifying that our prize courts, by the impartiality
of their adjudications, have commanded the respect and confidence of maritime powers.
T he duties devolving on the naval branch of the service
during the year, and thoughout the whole of this unhappy
contest, have been discharged with fidelity and eminent success. The extensive blockade has been constantly incre11sing in efficiency, as the rnwy has expanded; yet on so long
a line it has so far been impossible to entirely suppress
illicit trade. From returns 1eceived at the Navy Department,
it appears that more than one thousand vessels have been
captured since the blockade was instituted, and that the
value of prizes already senr in for adjudication amounts to
over thirteen millions of dollars.
T he naval force of the United States consists at this time
of five hundred and eighty-eight vessels, completed and in
the course of completion, a::d of these, seventy-five are ironclad or 11nnored steamers. The events of the war give an increased interest and importance to the navy which will probably extend beyond the war itself.
When Congress assembled a year ago the war had already
lasted nearly twenty months, and there had been many conflicts on both land and sea with varying results. The rebellion had been pressed back into reduced limits; yet the tone
of public feeling and opin ion, at home and a broad, was not
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satisfactory. With other signs, the popular elections, then
just past, indicated uneasiness among ourselves, while,
amid much that was cold and menacing, the kindest words
coming from Europe were uttered in accents of pity that we
were too blind to surrender a hopeless cause. Our commerce was suffering greatly by a few armed vessels built
upon, and furnished from, foreign shores, and we were
threatened with such additions from the same quarter as
would sweep our trade from the sea and raise our blockade.
We had failed to elicit from European governments anything
hopeful upon this subject. The preliminary emancipation
proclamation, issued in September, was running its assigned
period to the beginning of the new year. A month later the
final proclamation came, including the announcement that
colored men of suitable condition would be receil'ed into the
war service. The policy of emancipation, and of employing
black soldiers, gave to the future a new aspect, about which
hope, and fear, and doubt contended in uncertain conflict.
According to our political system, as a matter of civil administration, the General Government had no lawful power to
effect emancipation in any State, and for a long time it had
been hoped that the rebellion could be suppressed without
resorting to it as a military measure. It was all the while
deemed possible that the necessity for it might come, and
that if it should, the crisis of the contest would then be presented. Lt came, and, as was anticipated, it was followed by
dark and doubtful clays. Eleven months having now passed,
we are permitted to take another review. The rebel borders
are pressed still further back, and, by the complete opening
of the Mississippi, the country dominated by the rebellion i~
divided into distinct parts, with no practical communication
between them. Tennessee and Arkansas have been substantially cleared of insurgent control, and influential citizens
in each, owners of slaves and advocates of slavery at the
beginning of the rebellion, now declare openly for emancipation in their respective States. Of those States not included
in the Emancipation Proclamation, Maryland and Missouri,
neither of which three years ago would tolerate any restraint
upon the extension of slavery into new T erritories, only dis•
pute now as to the best mode of removing it within their
own limits.

~o
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Of those who were slaves at the beginning of the rebellion,
full one hundred thousand are now in the United States
military service, about one half of which number actually
bear arms in the ranks ; thus giving the double advantage
of taking so much labor from the insurgent cause, and supplying the places which otherwise must be filled with so many
white men. So far as tested, it is difficult to say they are
not as good soldiers as any. No servile insurrection, or
tendency to violence or cruelty, has marked the measures of
emancipation and arming the blacks. These measures have
been much discussed in foreign countries, and contemporary
with such discussion the tone of public sentiment there is
much impro\'ed. At home the same measures have been
fully discussed, supported, criticized, and denounced, and
the annual elections following are highly encouraging to
those whose official duty it is to bear the country through
this great trial. Thus we have the new reckoning. The
crisis which threatened to divide the friends of the Union is
past.
Looking now to the present and future, and with reference
to a resumption of the national authority within the States
wherein that authority has been suspended, I have thought
fit to issue a proclamation, a cop)' of which is herewith transmitted. On examination of this proclamation it will appear,
as is belie\'ed, that nothing- is attempted beyond what is
amply justified by the Constitution. True, the form of an
oath is given, but no man is coerced to take it. The man is
only promised a pardon in case he voluntarily takes the oath.
The Constitution authorizes the executive to grant or withhold the pardon at his own absolute discretion; and this
includes the power to grant on terms, as is fully established
by judicial and other authorities.
It is also proffered that if, in any of the States named, a
State government shall be, in the mode prescribed, set up,
such government shall be recognized and guaranteed by the
United States, and that under it the State shall, on the constitutional conditions, be protected against invasion and
domestic violence. The constitutional obligation of the
United States to guarantee to every State in the Union a
republican form of government, and to protect the State in
the cases stated, is explicit and full. But why tender the
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benefits of this provision only to a State government set up
in this particular way? This section o[ the Constitution
contemplates a case "herein the element within a Slate
fa\'orable to republican go\·crnment in the Union may be
too feeble for an opposite and hostile clement external to, or
even within, the State; and such are precisely the cases with
which we are 11011 dealing.
An attempt to guarantee and protect a revived State government, constructed in whole, or in prepo11derating part,
from the very element against whose hostility and violence
it is to be protected, is simply absurd. There must be a
test by which to separate the opposing clements, so as to
build only from the sound; and that test is a sufficiently liberal one which accepts as sound whoe\'er will make a sworn
recantation of his former unsoundness.
But if it be proper to require, as a test of admission to the
political body, an oath of allegiance to the Constitution of
the United States, and to the Union under it, why also to
the laws and proclamations in regard to slavery? Those
laws and proclamations were enaetecl and put forth for the
purpose of aiding in the suppression of the rebellion. To
give them their fullest effect, there had to be a pledge for
their maintenance. In my judgment they have aided, and
will further aid, the cause for \\'hich th<.:y were intended.
To now abandon them would be not only to relinquish a
lever o( power, but would also be a cruel and an astounding
breach o[ faith. I may add, at this point, that while l
remain in my present position l shall not attempt to retract
or modify the Emancipation Proclamation; nor shall (
return to slavery any person who is free by the terms of
that proclamation, or by :my of the acts of Congress. For
these and other reasons it is thought host that support of
these measures shall be included in the oath; and it is helievecl the executive may lawfully claim it in return for pardon and restoration of forfeited rights, which he has clear
constitutional power to withhold altogether, or grant upon
the terms which he shall deem wisest for the public interest.
It should be obsen·ed, also, that this part of the oath is subject lo the modifying and abrogating power of legislation
and supreme judicial decision.
The proposed acquiescence of the national executive in
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any reasonable temporary Slate arrangement for the freed
people is made with the view of possibly modifying the conrusion and destitution which must at best attend all classes
by a total re\'olution of labor throughout whole States. It
is hoped that the already deeply altlicted people in those
States may be somtwhat more ready to give up the cause of
their affliction, if, to this extent, this Yitai matter be left to
themselves; while no power of the national executive to
prevent an abuse is abridged by the proposition.
The suggestion in the proclamation as to maintaining the
political framework o( the States on what is called reconstruction is made in the hope that it may do good without
danger of harm. lt will save labor, and avoid great confusion.
But why any proclamation now upon this subject? This
question is beset with the conflicting views that the step
might be delayed too long or be taken too soon. J n some
States the el<::ments for resumption seem ready for action,
but remain inactive apparently for want of a rnllying-pointa plan of action. Why shall A adopt the plan of B, rather
than B that of A? And if A and B should :igree, how can
they know but that the General Government here will reject
their plan? By the proclamation a plan is presented \1 hich
may be accepted by them as a rallying-point, and 11 hich they
arc assured in acl\'ance will not be rejected here. This may
bring them to act sooner than they otherwise would.
The objection to a premature presentation of a plan by
the national executive consists in the danger of committals
on points which could be more safely left to further developments. Care has been taken to so shape the document as
to avoid embarrassments from this source. Saying that, on
certain terms, certain classe~ will be pardoned, with rights
restored, it is not said that other classes, or other terms,
will never be included. Saying that reconstruction will be
accepted if presented in a specified way, it is not said it will
never be accepted in any other way.
The movements, by St:ite action, for emancipation in
several of the States not incl11cled in the Emancipation Proc1:imation, arc matttrs of profound g-ratulation. And while
I do not repeat in detail wlrnt I ha1e heretofore so earnestly
urged upon this subject, my general views and feelings
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remain unchanged ; and I trust that Congress will omit no
fair opportunity of aiding these important steps to a great
consummation.
In the midst of other cares, however important, we must
not lose sight of the fact that the war power is still our main
reliance. To that power alone can we look, yet for a time,
to give confidence to the people in the contested regions
that the insurgent power will not again overrun them.
Until that confidence shall be established, little can be clone
anr1 here for what is called reconstruction. Hence our
chiefest care must still be directed to the [army and na,·y,
who have thus far borne their harder part so nobly and
well. And it may be esteemed fortunate that in giving the
greatest efficiency to these indispensable arms, we do also
honorably recognize the gallant men, from commander to
sentinel, who compose them, ancl to whom, more than to
others, the world must stand indebted for the home of free•
dom disenthrallcd, regenerated, enlarged, and perpetuated.
-N1coLAY AND JlAv, Abraliam Li11coln, Complete TVorks, II.
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5-1864, Jan. 16. Letter on Secession.
I ha\'e never had a theory that secession could absolve
States or people from th1;ir obligations. Precisely the contrary is asser!ed in the inaugural address; and it was because of my belief in the continuation of these o/,ligatio11s
that I was puzzled, for a time, as to denying the legal rig/tis
of those citize·ns who remained indil'idually innocent of
treason or rebellion.-?\1'1co1,Av AND HAY, Ahra/1a111 Lincoln, Comflde II orks, TT., 470.

6-1864, Oct. 19.

Address on the Will of the
People.

Friends and .J,i•/low-rithms : T am notified that this is a
compliment paid me by the loy.ll 1\farylanders resident in
this District. T infer that the adoption of the new constitu•
tion for the State furnishes the occasion, and that in your
view the extirpation of slavery constitutes the chief merit of
the new constitution. Most heartily do I congratulate you,
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and Maryland, anti the nation, and the world, upon this
event. l regret that it did not occur two years sooner,
which, I am sure, would ha\'e saved to the nation more
money than would hal'e met all the priYate loss i11cide11t to
the measure; but it has come at last, and I sincerely hope
its friends may fully realize all their anticipations o( good
from it, and that its opponents may by its effects be agreeably and profitably disappointed.
A word upon another subject. Something said by the
Secretary of !:itale, in his recent speech at Auburn, has been
construed by some into a threat that if I shall be beaten at
the election l will, between then and the end of my constitutional term, do 11hat I may be able to ruin the go1·crnmenl.
Others regard the f:lct that the Chicago convention adjourned, not sine dil', but to meet again, if called to do so by
• a particular indi1·i(h1al, as the intimation of a purpose that if
their nominee shall be elected he 11ill at once seize cont1ol of
the go1ernmcnt. l hope the good people will permit themsell'es to sufTer no uneasiness on either point.
I am struggling to riiaintain the ~overnment, not to 01·erthrow it. lam struggling, especially, to prevent others from
overthrowing it. L therefore say that if 1 shall li1·e I shall
remain President until the 4th of next l\Iarch; and that whoever shall be constitutionally elected therefor, in November,
shall be duly installed as President 011 the 4th of l\farch;
and that, in the intervnl, I shall do my utmost that whoever
is to hold the helm for the next yoyage shall start with the
best possible chance to save the ship.
This is clue to the people both on principl(! and under the
Constitution. Their will, constitutio11ally expressed, is the
11ltimatc !all' for all. If they should deliberately resolve to
have immediate peace, e1•e11 at the loss of their country and
their libeny, I know not th<: power or the right to resist them.
1t is their own b11sincss, and they must do as they please
with their own. J beliel'e, however, they arc still resolved to
preserve their country and their liberty; and in this, in office
or out of it, I am resoll'c·d to stand by thern.
f mav add that i11 thi" purpose-to save the country and
its liberties-no classes of people seem so nearly unanimous
as the soldiers in the field and the sailors aAoat. Do thev
not have the hardest of it? Who should quail when they

do
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nol? Goel bless the soldiers and seamen, with all their brave
commanders.-, 1co1.Av AND 1 lAv, Abneham L1i1col1t, Gomplete Works, IL, 586-587.

7-1864, Dec. 6. Annual Message to Congress.
It is possible that if it were a new and open question, the
maritime powers, with the lights they now enjoy, would nut
concede the privileges of a naval belligerent to the in:,urgents
of the United State:;, destitute as they are, and always have
been, equally of ships-o[-war and of ports and harbors. Disloyal emissaries have been neither less assiduous nor more
successful during Lhe last year than they were before that
time in their efforts, under favor of that privilege, to embroil
our country in foreign wars. The desire anti determination
of the governments of the maritime States to defeat that design are believed to be as sincere as, and cannot be more
earnest than, our own. Nevertheless, unforeseen political
difficulties have arisen, especially in Braiilian and Brifoh
ports, and on the northern boundary of t)le United States,
which have required, and are likely to continue to require,
the practice of constant vigilance and a jusL and conciliatory
spirit on the part of the United States, as well as of the
nations concerned and their ~overnments.
Important movements have also occurred during the year
to the dTcct of molding society for durability in the Union.
Although short of complete success, it is much in the right
direction that 12,000 citizens in each of the States of Arkansas and Louisiana have organized loy,11 State governments,
with free constitutions, and are earnestly struggling to
maintain and administer them. The movements in 1he
same direction, more extensive though less definite, in Missouri, Kentucky, and Tennessee, should not be overlooked.
But l\Iaryland presents the example of complete success.
1\Iarylancl is secure to liberty and Union for all the future.
The genius of rebellion will no more claim Maryland.
Like another foul spirit, being driven out, it may seek to tear
her, but it will woo her no more.
At the last session of Congress a proposed amendment of
the Constitution, abolishing slavery throughout the United
States, passed the Senate, but failed for lack of the requisite
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two-thirds vote in the House o[ Representatives. Although
the present is the same Congress, and nearly the same members, and without questioning the wisdom or patriotism of
those who stood in opposition, l venture to recommend the
reconsideration and passage or the:: measure at. the present
ses;;ion. 0[ course the abstract question is not changed,
but an intervening election shows, almo~l certainly, that the
next Congress will pass the measure ir this does not.
Hence then:! is only a question of time as to \\'hen the proposed amendinent will go to the Stales for their action. And
as it is to so go, at all cvents, may \1e not agree that the
sooner the btttcr? lt is not claimed that the:: election lrns
imposed a duty on members to change their views or their
votes any further than as an additional element to be considered, their judgment may be affected by it. It is the
voice of the people now for the first time heard upon the
question. ln a great national crisis like ours, unanimity of
action among those seeking a common end is very desirable
-almost indispensable. And yet no approach lo such
unanimity is attainable unkss some deference shall be paid
to the will of the majority, simply because it is the will of
the majority. ln this case the common end is the maintenance of the Union, and among the means to secure that
end, such II ill. through the election, is 1nosl clearly declared
in favor of such constitutional amendment.
The most reliable indication of public purpose in this
country is derived through our popular elections. Judging
by the recent canvass and its result, the purpose of the people within the loyal States to maintain the integrity of the
Union, was never more firm n·or 111ore nearly unanimous than
now. The extraordinary cal111ness and good order with
which the millions of voters met and mingled at the polls
give strong assurance o[ this. Not only all those who supported the Union ticket, so called, but a great majority of
the opposing party also, may be fairly claimed to entertain,
and to be actuated by, the same purpose. lt is an unanswerable argument to this effect, that no candidate for any
office whatever, high or low. has ventured to seek votes on
the avowal that he was for giving up the Union. There has
been much impugning of motives, and much heated controversy as to the proper ineans and best mode of advancing
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the Union cause; but on the distinct issue of Union or no
Union the poli11c1a11s ha\·e shm\ 11 their instincti\·e knowledge that there is no di\·er,,ity .1111011g the p1:ople. In affording the people the fair opponunitr of shO\\ ing one to another
and to the world this finnness and unani111i1y of purpose, the
election has been of \',1st value to the national cam,c.
The election hh e.\hibitcd another fact. not less valuable
to be kno\\'11-the f.1ct that \\e do nut approach exhaustion in
the most important branch of national resources-that of living: 111e11,
The national resources, then, are uncxhausted, and, as we
believe, inexhats-.tihle. The puhlic purpose to recs1:1hlish
and m.1intain the national authority is unchan~ed, and, as
we bclie\·c, unchangl'able. The 111anner of co111inui11g the
effort remains to choose, On careful consideration of all
the el'idl'nce acces,ihle, it .,e,·nh to me that no attempt at
ne~oti,1tio11 with the insur~cnt le.ulcr could result in any
good. 1lc would accept nothin~ shon of se\·erance of the
Union-precisely what we \\ill not and eannut gi\·e. llis
decl.lra1io11s to this effect arc c:-plicit and oft repeated. I Jc
doe-, not attempt 10 1kceil'e us. I le affords us 110 e:-cuse to
clece1\·e onr:,dl'c~.
1Ce cannot \·0!11111.nily re-accept the
Union: we cannot \"oluntarily yil'l,l it.
net ween him and us the issue is di-,1inct, simple, ancl inllexihle. I I is an issue which t'an only he tri,~d b\' w:u, and
decided hy victory. If we yield, 11·e arc heail'll; if the Southern people fail him, he is hcatcn. Either w;w it would
be thl' dctory and defeat followi 1g war. \\'hat is true,
howcn·r, of him who heads I he insurgent cause, is not
necessarily true of those who follow. J\l1ho11gh he cannot
reacccpt the Union, they can. Some of them, we know,
already desire peace and reunion. The numher of such may
increase.
They can at any moment h:we peace simply by lal'ing
clown their arms and submitting to the national authority
under the Cons1i1111ion. ,\rter so much the gol'crnment
could nor, if it would, maintain war against them. The loyal
people would not sustain or allow it. If questions should
remain, we would adjust them hv the peaceful means of leg-islation, conference, courts, and votes, operating only in
constitutional and lawful channels. Some certain, and other
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possible, questions are, and would be, beyond the executive
power to adjusL; as, for instance, the admission of members
into Congress, and whate,·er might require the appropriation
of money. The executi\'e poll'er itself 11oulcl be greatly
diminished bv the cessation of actual war. Pardons and
remissions or" forfeitures, ho11e\·e1, would still be ll'ithin executil'e control. In \\hat spirit and ten1per this control
would be exercised, can be fairly judged of by the past.
.\ year ago general pardon and amnesty, upon specified
terms, ll'cre offe1 ed to all except certain designated classes, and
it was al the sa111e time made known that the excepted classes
were still within contemplation of special clemency. During
the year many ,wailed themselres of the general provision,
and many more would, onl~ that the signs of bad faith in
some led to such p1eca11tionary measures as rendered the
practical process less c-asy and ctrtain. During the same
time, abo, special pardons hal'e been granted to indi,•iduals
of the excepted classes, and no l'oluntary application has
been denied.
Thus, practically, the door has been for a full year open
to all, except such as \\trc not in condition to make free
choice-that is, such as wen: in custody or u11der constraint.
] t is ~till so open to a 11 ; but the time may come-probably
will come-when public duty shall demand that it be closed;
and that i11 lieu more rigorous measures than heretofore
shall he adopted.
In presenting the ah:rnclonmenl of armed resistance to the
national authority on the part of the insurgents as the only
indispensable condition to ending- the war on the part of the
government, f retract nothin;,!; heretofore said as to slavery.
I repeat the declaration macle a year ago, that "while l remain in my present position I shall not attempt to retract or
modify the Emancipation l'roclam,1tion, nor shall 1 return to
slavery any person \1 ho is free hy the terms of that proclamation, or by any of the acts of Congress."
lf the people should, by whateYer 111odc or means, make it
an executive duty to reenslm·e such persons, another, and
not I, must be their instrument to perform it.
In stating a single condition of peace, I mean simply to
say, that the war will cease on the part of the government
whene\·cr it shall hal'c ceased on the part of those who be-
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gan it.-,\'1coLAY AND IlAY, //bralwm Li11roln, Compkt,·
Works, l L, 604--6 1 7.

8- 1865, March 4.

Second Inaugural Address.

Fdlino-ro1111!1yvu'1t: .\t this second appearing to Lake the
oath of the presidential office, there is lt!ss occasion for an
extended address than there was at Lhe first. Then a statement, somewhat in detail, of a course lo be pursued, seemed
fitting ancl proper. Now, at the expiration of four years,
during which public declarations ha\'t! been constantly called
forth on every point and phase of the great contest which
still ab5orhs the attention anti engrosses the energies of the
nation, little that is ne11• could be presented. The progress
of our arms, upon wluch all else chidly clepencls, is as well
known to the public as to myself; and it is, I trust, reasonably satisfactory and encouraging to all. With high hope
for the future, 110 prediction in regard to it is ventured.
On the occasion corresponding to this four years ago, all
thoughts were anxiously directed to an impending civil war.
All dreaded it-all sought to avert it. While Lhe inaugural
address was being delivered from this place, devoted altogether to saving the LJnion without war, insurgent agents
were in the city seeking to destroy it without war-seeking
to dissolve the Union, and diricle effects, by negotiation.
Both parties deprecated war; but one of them would make
war rather than !el the nation survil'C ; and the other would
accept war rather than let it pnish. And the war came.
One-eighth of the whole pop11lation were colored sla1·es,
not distributed general II' over the Union, hut localized in the
Southern part of it. These slal'es constituted a peculiar and
powerful interest. i\11 knew th:ll this interest was, somehow,
Lhe cause of the war. To strengthen. perpetuate, and extend this interest was the object for which the insmgents
would rend the LJnion, c1·cn hy war; 11 hile the gol'ernment
claimed no ri~ht to do more than to restrict the territorial
enlargement of it.
Neither party expected for the war the magnitude or the
duration which it has already attained. Neither anticipated
that the cause of the conflict might cease with, or e1·en before, the conflict itself should cease. Each looked for an
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ea,-.ier tiiumph, and a result less fundamental and astounding.
Both read the same Bible, and pray to the sa111e God; and
each invokes his aid against the o t he r.
1t may seem
strange that any men should dare to ask a ju,-.t God's assist•
ance in wringing their bread from the s11cat of other men's
faces; but let us judge not, that we be not judged. The
prayer,-. of both could not be answered- that of neither has
been am,werccl fully.
The .\!mighty has his own purposes.
"\Voe unto the
world because of offenses! for it mu:,t lll'eds be that otlenses
come; but woe to that man by whom the offu1se cometh."
If we sl11ll '>uppose that ,\meric:11l sl:n·ery is one or those
offen,.,cs which, in the pr01·idencc o[ God, must needs come,
but which, havrng continued thrnugh his appointed time, he
now ,lids to rcmon\ and that he gin:s to both Nonw and
South this ternble ,1ar, a:, the woe clue to those by whom the
offense came, shall we discern therein any departure from
those diYine a1tributcs 11hich the belien:rs in a li\'ing God
always ascribe to him? Fondly do we hopc-fern:ntly do
we pr;i1· that this mighty scourge of war may speedily pass
awa,. \'t·r. if (;od ,1ills th:lt it continut until all the wealth
pilcil by the honclman·s t110 hundred and tifty years of urircquited toil shall be sunk, and 1111til every drnp of blood
drawn 11ith thl' la,-,h shall lit· paid hy another drawn with the
sword, as \\·as said thr\'e thousand )'l'ars ago, so still it must
be said. '' The judgments of the Lord arc true and righteous
altogether.''
With malict· toward none; 11i1h charity ror all; with
firmness in 1ht· right, as God gi,·es us to '>ee the right, let us
strtl'e on to finish the work \IC arc in ; to b nd up the nation's
\\·crnnds; to ca re for him who shall have borne thl' battle,
ancl for his wido\\', aucl his orphan-to do all 11hich m;iy
achie,·c and chnish a just ancl lasting peace among ourst•lvcs, and with all nations.-NH'OL\ v AND 11,\ I', A/,raliam
l,i11(()/11, Comfld,· ll'orks, 11., 656 657.

9 1865, March 15. Letter to Thurlow Weed on
the Inaugural.
Everyone likes a compliment. Th:ink vo11 for vo111s on
little notification speech and on the recent i;1angural
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address. I expect the latter to wear as ,,ell as-perhaps
better than-anything I h;n·e product:d; bnt [ belie\'e it is
not immediately popular. J\[c:n arc not flattered by being
sho\\ n that there has been a difference of purpose between
the ,\lmigluy and them. To derl\" it. howe,er. in this case,
is to deny that there is a (;ocl go,·erning the world. It is a
truth which l thought needed to be told, and, as whate\'er of
humiliation there is in it falls most directly on myself, I
thought others might afford for me to tell it-:'\TlCOLA\" AND
HA\", Abm/1,1111 li11ml11, (i1mplet1· lf"iirl.-s, 11., 661.

ro- 1865, April II. Address on Reconstruction.
\\ e meet this evening not in sorrow, but in gladness of
heart. The e\'acuation of Petersburg and Richmond, and
the surrender of the principal insm~t·nt ar111y, give hope of a
righteous and speedy peace, whose joyous expression c1nnot
be restrained. In the midstof this, h,iwe,·er, lie from ,,horn
all blessings flow 11111st not be forgotten. A call for a
national thanksgiving is being pn·parecl, and will he duly
promulgated. '-/or mtht those whose harder part give us
the cause of n·j,iiciug he on!rlookcd. Their honors must
not he parceled ont with others. I tll\·self was near the front,
and had the high pleasun• of tra11smittin;.: much of the good
news 10 you; but 110 p:ut of the honor for plan or e,crution
is mim·. To General (~rant. his skilful otlicers ancl hra,·e
men, all belongs. Tht! gallant n;l\·y stood ready, but was
n ot in reach to take actil·e part.
lly these recent successl·s the rcina11gurntio11 of the national
a11thonty-reco11s: ruction-\\ hich has hacl a hrge share of
thou_ght from thl· first, ;s pressed much nHHc closl'lr upon
our attention. It is fr,111ght with great clittirnlty. L'nlike a
case of war hl'lween independent nations, tht•re is no authorized organ for us to tn·at \\ith-110 one man has authority to
gi,·e up the rehdlion for any otht·t man. \\'e simply must
))l'gin with and mold from disorg:1nized and discordant
elements. Nor is it a small additional c111ha1rassment that
we, the loyal people, differ among oursel\'es as to the mode,
manner, and measure of 1econ~trurtion. ,\s a general rule,
1 abstain from reading the reports of attacks upon myself,
wishing not to be provokl·d by that to which 1 cannot prop-
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erly ofTer an answer. In spite of this precaution, however,
it comes to my knowledge that l am much censured for
some supposed agency in setting up and seeking to :;ustain
the new State go\'ernmcnl of Louisiana.
In this l ha1e done just so much as, and no more than,
the public knows. 1n the annual message of December, 1863,
and in the accompanying proclamation, I presented a plan of
1cconstruction, as the phrase goes, which I promised, if
adopted by any State, should be acceptable to and sustained
by the executive gol'ernment of the nation. I distinctly
stated that this was not the only plan which might possibly be
acceptable, and I also distinctly protested that the execu,
tive claimed no right to say when or whether members
should be admitted to scats in Congress from such States.
This plan was in adl'ance submitled to the then Cabinet,
and distinctly approYed by eyery member of it. One of them
suggested that l should then and in that connection apply
the t•:mancipation l'roclamation lo the theretofore excepted
parts of Virginia and Louisiana; that I should drop the
suggestion about apprenticeship fo1 freed people, and that [
should omit the protest against my own power in regard to
the admission of members lo Congress. But c\·e11 he
approved eYery part and pnrcel of the plan which has since
been employed or touched by the action of Louisiana.
The new constitution of Louisiana, declaring emancipation
for the whole State, practically applies the p1oclamation to
the part previously excepted. lt docs not adopt apprenticeship for freed people, and it is silent, as it could not well be
otherwise, about the admission of members to Congress.
Sn that, as it applies to Louisiana, every member of the
Cabinet fully appro\'Cd the pl:in. The message went to
Congress, and l received many commendations of the plan,
written and \Trbal, ancl not a single objection to it from any
professed emancipationisl came to my knowledge until after
the news reached \\'ashington that the people of Louisiana
had begun to mol'e in acrordence with it. From about July,
r862, I had corresponded with different persons supposed to
be interested [in] seeking a reconstruction of a Stale government for Loui~iana. When the message of 1863, with the
plan before mentioned, reached New Orleans, General Banks
wrote me that he was confident that the people, with his
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military cooperation, would reconstruct substantially on that
plan. l wrote to him and some of them to try it. They tried
it, ancl the re~ult is knoll'n. Such has been my only agency
in getting up the Louisiana gon!rn111ent.
As to sustaining it, my promise is out, as before stated.
But as bad promises are heller broken than kept, I shall
treat this as a bad promise, and break it whenever I shall
be convince<l that keeping it is ach·erse to the public interest;
but I ha\·e not yet been so co1l\'incecl. I have been shown a
letter on this subject, supposed to be an able one, in which
the writer expresses regret that my mind has not seemed LO
be definitely fixed on the question whether the seceded
States, so called, are in the Union or out of it. It would
perhaps add astonishment to his regrd were he to learn that
since I have found professed Union men endea\'oring to
make that question, I ha\'e purposely forborne any public
expression upon it. ,\s appears to me, that question has not
been, nor yet is, a practically material one, and that any discussion of it, while it thus remains practically immaterial,
could have no effect other than the mischievous one of di\'idi"ng our friends. ,\s yet. whatever it may hereafter become,
that question is bad as the basis of a controversy, and good
for nothing at all-a merely pernicious abstraction.
We all agree that the seceded States, so called, arc out of
their proper practical relation II ith the Union, and that the
sole object of the government, civil and military, in regard to
those States is to again get them into that proper practical
relation. I believe that it is not only possible, hut in fact
easier, to do this without deciding or even considering
whether these Slates have ever been out of the Union, than
with it. Finding themselves safely at home, it would be
utterly immaterial whether they had ever been abroad. Let
us all join in doing the acts necessary to restoring the proper
practical relations between these St;ites ancl the Union, and
each forever after innocentlv indulge his own opinion
\\'hether in doing the acts he brought the States from without into the Union, or only gave them proper assistance,
they never having been out of it. The ;1111ou11t of constitu•
ency, so to speak, on ll'hich the new Louisiana government
rests, would be more satisfactory to all if it contained 50,000
or 30,000, or even 20,000, instead of only about 12,000, as
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it does. It is also unsatisfactory to some that the elective
franchise is not given to the colored man. l would myself
prefer that it \\'ere now conferred on the \'ery i11Ldligent, and
on those who serve our cause as soldiers.
Still, the question is not whether the Louisiana government, as it stands, is quite all that is desirable. The question
is, will it be wiser to take it as it is and help to improve it,
or to reject and disperse it? Can Louisiana be brought into
proper practical relation with the Union sooner by sustaining or by discarding her new State governmem? Some
twelve thousand voters in the heretofore slave State of
Louisiana have sworn allegiance to the Union, assumed to
be the rightful political power of the State, held elections,
organized a State gon!rnment, adopted a free-State constitution, gi\'ing the benefit of public schools equally to black and
white, and empowering the legislature to confer the elective
franchise upon the colored man. Their legislature has
already voted to ratify the constitutional amendment recently
passed by Congress, abolishing slavery throughout the nation.
These 12,000 persons are thus fully committed to the Union
and to perpetual freedom in the State-committed to the
very things, and nearly all the things, the nation wants-and
they ask the nation's recognition and its assistance to make
good their committal.
Now, if we reject and spurn them, we do our utmost to
disorganize and disperse them. We, in effect, say to the
white man: You are worthless or worse ; we will neither
help you, nor be helped by you. To the blacks we say:
This cup of liberty which these, your old masters, hold to
your lips we will dash from you, and leave you to the chances
of gathering the spilled and scattered contents in some vague
and undefined when, where, and how. If this course, discouraging and paralyzing both white and black, has any
tendency to bring Louisiana into proper practical relations
with the Union, I ha\'e so far been unable to perceive it.
If, on the contrary, we recognize and sustain the new government of Louisiana, the converse of all this is made true. \Ve
encourage the hearts and nerve the arms of the 12,000 to
adhere to their work, and argue for it, and proselyte for it,
and fight for it, and feed it, and grow it, and ripen it to a complete success. The colored man, too, in seeing all united
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for him, is inspired with vigilance, and energy, and daring, to
the same end. Grant that he desires the electi\·e franchise,
\\'ill he not attain it sooner by saving the already advanced
steps toward than by running backward over them? Concede that the new government of Lot1isiana is only to what
it should be as the egg is to the fowl, we shall sooner have
the fowl by hatching the egg than by smashing it.
Again, i[ we reject Louisiana we also reject one vote in
favor of tht: proposed amendment to the national Constitution. To meet this proposition it has been argued th:it no
more than three-fourths of those States which have not
attempted secession are ncccss;;ry to validly ratify the
amendment. I do not commit myself against this further
than to say that such a ratification would be questionable,
and sure to be presistently questioned, while a ratification
by three-fourths of all the States would be unquestioned and
unquestionable. I repeat the question : Can Louisiana be
brought into proper practical relation with the Union sooner
_by suslaining or by discarding her new State government?
What has been said of Louisiana will apply generally to
other States. And yet so great peculiarities pertain to each
State, and such important and sudden changes occur in the
same State, and withal so new and unprecedented is the whole
case that no exclusi\'e and inflexible plan can safely be prescribed as to details and collaterals. Such exclusive and
inflexible plan would surely become a new entanglement.
Important principles may a,1d must be inflexible. In the
present situation, as the phrase goes, it may be my duty to
make some new announcement to the people of the South.
I am considering, and shall not foil 10 act when satisfied
that action will be proper.-N1co1.Av AND llAY, Abraham
Li11col11, Complete TVorks, IL, 672--675.
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25.-Extracts from the Massachusetts Body of Liberties. 1641,
26.-Extracts from Lincoln's State Papers. Dec. 1861-1\farch 1865.
27.-The Early History of Virginia. Extracts from John Smith's Tr:u
Relatio,i, etc.
28.--Proposals to Amend the Articles of Confederation. 1780-1787,
29.-The Early History of Plymouth, Extracts from Bradford and Mount.
30.-Constitutional Doctrines of Webster, Hayne, and Calhoun. 1828-1833,
31.-Extracts from John Winthrop's History of New England.
32.-Documents relating to Territorial Administration. 1778-1790.
33.-James Otis and the Writs of Assistance
84.-Extr->cts from Official Documents embodying the Canal Diplomacy of
the United States. 1823-1901.
35.-Report of the Hartford Convention.
36.-'l'he Founding of Jatnestown.
All of the above numbers are now ready for delivery. Price, 10 Cents
per number.
SOME PRESS AND OTHER COMMENTS.
The 'Leaflets' which the professors of American History at Harvard have been
editing durin& the past three years afford in every respect the best av~ilable material for
the study of our national history 1n preparatory schools and lower co!lcgc grades. Each
1cafl.et presents a sin,z:le document. or group of documents most intimate!; associated, chosen
with the design of affordiny to the titudcnt the means of reading and studyin~ for himself
the exact language and meaning of the document in question."-Journa: o/ Education.
"A file of these leaflets is a necessity to every library."-N,w Y.,,-h .Vwld.
0

•• These extracts from original documents, made by most com~t~nf hands, are i'ntended
to facilitate the study of Amcdcan History in the onginal dor.1u....:n~. by ,hose unable to
reach large libraries, or by school classes without the time or ~0-':1tr ttt find and consult the
State papcrs."-Book JVnvs.
"Dc!liigncd to encourage the method of studying and t~.tC'!,ing Hi~tory by means of the
original sources.>•-Anna/so/.A11ttrican Academy of Pol~t:.ca/ and Social Sden,e.
"These leaflets are valuable aids to the 5?ie.ntific; study of history through its important
documents; state papers which havc·had a d1~tmct influence on the collduct of the state
oeing publi:~hcd in this form at a trifling- cost."---Sj>ri'ltg/teld Rej~6lican
"They sc::m to me to be exactly_what was needed."- C. V. Parull, Presid1nt, Clinton
Li6e,.,,J lnstitut,, Port Plain. J.V, Y
11

It seems to me that your History LeaAetsoue-ht to be in the hands of t,f!ry progressive
teacher of American History"-./. D . Di/lingkam, Principal ofSchools. 0,.-4,..., N. Y.
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